
 

 

 

 

 

WEB AGI  ROUTING DOCUMENTATION –  INCOMING CALLS 

Web AGI Routing allows you to control how your phone calls are handled via a URL on your own web server. This allows you to 

create a flexible call handling solution driven from your own database or CRM.  

If you want to place calls with your app or integration, please see the API Documentation for outgoing calls. 

QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE 

 The URL specified for the Web AGI Router must handle POST requests, and return a JSON encoded data structure. 

 When a call first comes in, the HTTP POST request contains the following fields: 

o _callerid, _calleridname - caller ID number and name 

o _extension - the seven digit extension of the Web AGI router 

o _time - the timestamp of the call, as a UNIX timestamp 

 Subsequent HTTP POST requests contain the value of any data read from 'read' actions, and will not re-send the initial 

meta data above, so we recommend storing them in a session if you need to use them in subsequent requests. 

 The data structure returned must contain a field called 'actions' with an array as its value. 

 Each element of this array must be another data structure with the following values: 

o action - one of read, dial, play, or hangup 

o voiceprompt_id - for read or play actions, the voiceprompt to play 

o name - the name of the variable for a read action 

o min, max - the minimum and maximum length for a read action - optional, default no limit 

o wait - how long to wait between each digit in a read action (in milliseconds) - optional, default 5000 

o destination - the phone number to dial on a dial action 

  



 

CREATING A NEW WEB AGI ROUTER 

To create a web AGI router, first login to your online control panel at voip.spectronics.co.uk  

Click on Integration from the left hand menu of the control panel, then Web AGI Routing. Select an unused internal number and 

enter a descriptive name for your new router (see below). 

 

After you have clicked Create you can click your web AGI router to configure it. 

You will need to enter the URL of the server that you have placed your scripts on. This is the URL that we will send HTTP POST 

requests to. 

Finally, don't forget to ensure that you add the router as a destination from a phone number or call management tool (such as 

an IVR menu). For reference we include a Routing Information box on the configuration page to show you the internal routes to 

the number. 

After a call is made to a web AGI router, we will log full details of the call on this page. This helps you troubleshoot any problems 

you encounter. 

  



 

AGI EXAMPLES 

AUTHENTICATING A CUSTOMER 

You may use this on their phone system to authenticate their own customers, before passing them through to a support team. 

1. Phone call is received 

2. HTTP POST to http://www.example.com/callhandler.php with 

fields _callerid=03333444110, _calleridname=SpecTronics, _time=12223334444, _extension=1122345 

3. HTTP response lists 2 actions: [action=read, name=customer_id, voiceprompt_id=100], [action=read, name=pin, 

voiceprompt_id=101] 

4. The Web AGI system will process these actions. It is assumed that voice prompt 100 would say something like “Thank 

you for calling us, please enter your customer number” and that voice prompt 101 would say “Please enter your PIN 

code” 

5. After the customer enters the data, a second HTTP POST is sent to the same URL with two 

fields: customer_id=12345, pin=9876 

6. The response at this point is where the customer can create an extremely flexible phone system. Obviously the internal 

implementation is up to the end user, but querying a customer database is likely to be a common scenario 

1. If the customer ID and PIN are not valid, it may simply send a “play” action with an appropriate message, 

followed by the two read actions, to prompt the user to try again 

2. If the customer ID is valid, and is a key account, it may route directly to their account manager 

3. If the customer ID is valid, and is another customer, it may route to a standard support queue 

 

ROUTING BASED ON CALLER ID 

The functionality may also be used to route based on the caller ID, for example to route callers to their local branch, or routing 

known customers to their account manager. 

In this case, you would simply return an appropriate “dial” action in response to the initial request, after inspecting 

the _callerid field provided. 

 

SERVER SETUP 

When a call is received at the Web AGI number, our system will make an HTTP POST request to the configured URL. The 

following fields will be included in the POST request. 

Field name Description Example 

_time The time of the request, as a UNIX timestamp 1312551926 

_callerid The phone number of the caller (or anonymous, withheld, etc) 03333444110 

_calleridname Any name provided, from an internal SIP call or retrieved from the customer’s directory SpecTronics UK 

_extension The internal 7 digit extension number  1122345 

The script must return a JSON encoded data structure, as follows: 



Field name Status Type Description 

response_url Optional URL If provided, this URL will be used for all subsequent HTTP requests. If 
omitted, the URL used for the previous request will be used again 

actions Required Array of 'Action' objects This is the list of actions which defines how the call will be handled (see 
below) 

Each entry in the ‘actions’ list is an object with the following fields: 

Field name Status Type Description 

response_url Optional URL Must be one of ‘read’, ‘dial’, ‘play’, or ‘hangup’ 

voiceprompt_id Required 
for 'play' 
 
Optional for 
'read' 

Integer This specifies the voice prompt to play as a standalone prompt (‘play’ action) or before a 
‘read’ action. If a voiceprompt is played by a ‘read’ action then the user can start typing 
digits as soon as the prompt starts to play. To force a user to listen to a prompt before 
entering digits, use a ‘play’ followed by a ‘read’ with no voiceprompt specified. The 
voiceprompt IDs are listed on the ‘Voice Prompts’ page in the VoIP control panel 

name Optional for 
'read' 

String The name of the field when this field is sent back with the HTTP POST request. If omitted, 
the field name will be “p0” for the first action, incrementing for each action. Note that all 
actions count, so an action sequence “play, read, play, read” would submit “p1” and “p3”, 
if they didn’t have names specified 

error Optional for 
'read' 

String This field defines how to handle errors when reading numbers. If set to ‘start’ then after 
an error, the call will return to the first of the current set of actions. If set to ‘submit’, then 
all data read so far (if any) will immediately be sent to the HTTP URL. If omitted, then 
errors are ignored, and are simply omitted when sending all fields after processing all 
actions 

destination Required 
for 'dial' 

Phone 
number 

This is the phone number to dial. This may be any number that you can dial from an 
extension, for example a PSTN number, or an internal 7 digit extension number 

min Optional for 
'read' 

Integer The minimum number of digits for a ‘read’ action. If the user enters fewer digits, it will be 
handled as specified by the ‘error’ setting above. The default is no minimum 

max Optional for 
'read' 

Integer The maximum number of digits for a ‘read’ action. A user may enter fewer digits (subject 
to the ‘min’ setting) however the script will keep waiting for as long as the ‘wait’ setting 
specifies, or until the user presses the hash key to end input of that field 

wait Optional for 
'read' 

Integer This field specifies how long to wait between each digit of a ‘read’ action, in milliseconds. 
The default is 5000 (5 seconds). Note that this is the period between each digit, not the 
time limit to enter the whole sequence of digits. If a user pauses too long between digits, 
it will be handled as specified by the ‘error’ setting 

 


